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Networking Austin Expands to Two New Locations

Networking Austin plans to open two new locations to meet the needs of its growing member
base. Now, business professionals in West Austin and Lakeway will have easier access to
weekly networking opportunities.

Austin, TX (PRWEB) October 15, 2013 -- Networking Austin, a premier networking organization for business
professionals, is pleased to announce that they plan to expand their operations. Currently, Networking Austin
holds weekly meetings at The Headliners Club in Austin, however, as the city has grown so has the need to
increase the reach of the forum.

The group will soon be meeting in West Austin and Lakeway in addition to their regular meeting in downtown
Austin. This will give current and new members more opportunities to network and build leads as well as easier
access. For founder Jim McCullick, it’s all about providing his members with the best tools for facilitating
conversation and growing relationships. “We provide a good format for anyone who is interested in marketing
their business,” said Mr. McCullick.

In Austin, where the economy is so strong it is forecasted to be valued at more than $100 billion by the end of
2013, more and more people are deciding to move their businesses to the city. There is also opportunity for
businesses to grow, which has increased interest in successful networking groups like Networking Austin.

Using a unique networking forum where members meet weekly and focus on themselves first, not their
company, Networking Austin concentrates foremost on building relationships. “We have a structured system,
but one of the unique aspects of it is that it’s almost invisible,” said Mr. McCullick. He explained that the
format creates a relaxed atmosphere that lets the personal side of business come through. From there trust can
be built, which is one reason why members say the leads they get from group members are high quality.

To learn more about Networking Austin or to join the group, please visit: www.networkingaustin.com.

About Networking Austin

Networking Austin founder Jim McCullick has been managing networking forums for nearly 20 years. Prior to
starting up Networking Austin, Mr. McCullick developed another successful organization, The CEO Network.
Using that experience he has been able to build Networking Austin into a premier networking organization that
is proven to help members make valuable business connections, generate leads and improve sales.
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Contact Information
Jim McCullick
Networking Austin
http://www.networkingaustin.com
512-589-1229

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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